
LIFE IN PRINT
Cell by cell, ink-jet printing builds living tissues

BY SARAH WEBB

of 95 percent or better when they printed human fibroblasts.
Such systems allow researchers to place cells individually and

precisely. For example, Derby's ink drops are 10 to 50 micro-
meters (pm) across and have a volume of roughly 1o picoliters,
or one loo-billionth of a liter. With cells measuring approxi-
mately 8 to lotrrm across, each drop probably contains one cell
on average, he says. Simple modifications can tweak a conven-
tional office printer to print those individual cells in layers' one
on top ofanother, to produce 3-D structures, Boland says.

Arranging cells in three dimensions is only the first step, how-
ever. Suchstructures need materials aroundthe cellsthatwill sup-
port and sustain them, and a major challenge is producing inks
with the appropriate properties for building robust 3-D struc-
tures. These inks, separate from the ones that deposit cells, have
to be liquid within the printer but then solidifr once they're
released in drops from the printer. They also need to mimic the
natural tiSrdtty and flexibility oftissues. Researchers are inves-
tigating materials that are compatible with the cells and that
switch their properties depending on temperature or some other
controllable factor. Toboost cell survival in the scaffolds, theymay
need additional proteins such as growth factors and agents that
prompt cells to specialize. "We still have a long way to go to opti-
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lmost i$ soon as ink-jet printers hit the mar-

ket in the 198Os, materials researchers real-

izedthatthe machines couldbe usedto deposit

droplets of substances other than ink. In prin-

ciple, anything that could squeeze through the

printhead-including plastics, silicon, or dissolved

metals-could be laid out in some precise pattern. And

when printed in layers to create three-dimensional

structures, such "inks"

could allow the rapid

design and even pro-

duction of plastic or

electronic parts for a

variety of devices (SN:

3/27/04,p.196).
If ink-jet technolory could

work for printing plastic
and electronic components,
researchers suggested, it
could also work for custom
designing structures built
with living cells.

"One of our goals, in a
sense, always was to build a
mechanical rat-if we can have moving parts, structural parts,
and electrical parts all in one unit, then it's kind of like an ani-
mali says Paul Calvert ofthe University ofMassachusetts Dart-
mouth. "If I can build a mechanical rat, then maybe I could
build a real rat."

Ink-jet printers wort't start out by mass-producing living rats,
though. Instead, researchers are setting their sights on producing
skin, heart-muscle patches, and perhaps even orgilns.

Although researchers can create intricate structures with ink-
jet printing, organs built in this way might not perform per-
fecth because engineered tissues do not go through a natural
development process, says Thomas Boland of Clemson Univer-
sityin South Carolina. Natural tissues follow abottom-up design,
developing through the growth and differentiation ofvarious
progenitor cells. Engineered tissues instead conform to a top-
down design template, based on what a final tissue should look
like. Though the designs provide an overall structure, researchers
rely on the cells'biologyto fill in that template and signal to each
other to produce an organized tissue.

Even though ink-jet-printed tissues might not have the same
properties as their natural counterparts, such structures could
prove useful in medicine and even in novel devices. Ink-jet tis-
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sues could provide new cell-based materials for drug testing,
new ways to probe cellular communication, living sensors, or
even fuel cell-type batteries.

PRINTING CELLS Most inexpensive home printers signal a
tiny nozzle to heat the inkjust enough to build up pressure so
that it releases a droplet that falls onto the page. More expen-
sive industrial printers deposit an ink droplet when a piezoelec-
tric crystal within the nozzle vibrates in resPonse to an electric
current. Because ofthe sensitivity ofcells to heat, electricity,
and other stresses, it might seem that cells couldn't survive such
arduous treatment.

In fact, experiments show
that at least 90 percent of
cells can survive the printing
process and remain viable.
Boland and his colleagues
have used modified thermal
ink-jet printers to print
mammalian cells, including
human neurons and cardiac
cells, onto biopaper, a
hydrated gel surface made
of collagen. Other groups,
induding Brian Derby's atthe
University of Manchester in
the United Kingdom, use
piezoelectric printers. Derby
and his colleague, cell biolo-
gist Julie Gough, recently
demonstrated suwival rates
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mize the ink for these materials," Boland says. Several groups
are teaming with printer manufacturers to develop printers tai-
lored to cell-based applications.

CELLULAR COMMUNICATION Although cells suspended
in a medium can move through a printer just like any other ink,
introducing a living ingredient produces a dynamic material. The
cells respond to each other as well as to chemicals included in the
printing mixture to influence cell behavior. Chemical signals
between cells are critical for organizing and maintaining complex
tissues, but researchers know relatively little about how ertracel-
lular signals work together. Scientists understand how certain
signals lead cells to grow, divide, and produce the complex pat-
terns within living tissues, Calvert says, but they
don't know'how this allows different cell types to
wind up in the right structure."

Continuing studies with cell printing will help
researchers understand the chemical signals that
enable different cells to work together to build a
functioning tissue.'Wete building sandwiches, put-
ting down a layer ofcells, then a separator, and
another layer of cells," Calvert says. By examining
how the second layer of cells responds to the first
and by analyzing the molecular signals between
them, biologists maybe ableto trackhowcells move
and change in response to other cells, and isolate the
signals responsible for particular cellular behaviors.

Ink-jet printers can also build test systems to
study chemicals involved in stem cell differenti-
ation. Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University
in Pittsburgh and at the University of pittsburgh
printed gridlike patterns ofan ink containing a
bone-differentiation factor. When they later added
muscle-derived stem cells to the surface, bone
cells developed only in the squares with the bone-
differentiating factor. Cells in other areas devel-
oped into musclelike tissue. "We're trying to
understand the basic biology," says Julie phillippi
of the University of Pittsburgh, "before we can
translate it into a therapy."

Cells can do more than simplyrespondto chem-
icals in their environment; sometimes thev can
help their scaffolding structures organize around
them. In their effort to build sensing devices, C.
Jeffrey Brinker and his colleagues at Sandia National Laborato-
ries and the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque have used
methods that include ink-jet printing to build silica-based struc-
tures incorporating molecules such as lipids that contain both
water-attracting and water-repelling portions. Such molecules
create a defined nanoscale structure within the glassy material.
When the printer deposited yeast or bacterial cells onto these sil-
icalipid structures, "the cell kind of co-opted the systemi Brinker
says. "It intervened in the self-assembly process and created a
rather unique interface between itself and the silica matrix." Each
cell organized the lipid molecules in its immediate vicinity so as
to create and maintain a less acidic environment within a few
micrometers of the cell wall.

"The feature that we like about our process is that the [silica-lipid]
matrix develops in a3-D sense aroundthe cellj'Brinkersays. After-
ing the components within their glassy material gives the cells
within the system tools to organize different structures with poten-
tiallynewcharacteristics. Although Brinker still doesn't completely
understand how the cell reorganizes the matrix components, he
andhis colleagues are extendingtheirexperiments to include more-
delicate mammalian cells within their synthetic scaffold.

Synthetic structures seeded with cells could serve as the foun-
dation of "living" devices such as cell-driven batteries or sensors
to test how particular cell tlpes react when they encounter a toxic
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substance. Ink-jet-printed tissues are likely to serve a similar role
as test materials for drugs or other substances long before they
make it to the clinic as replacement tissues, say Boland and Calverl.

BUILDING VESSELS As researchers strive to print thicker and
more-complex tissues with an ink-jet, they will hive to solve afun-
damental plumbing problem. Unlike layers of plastic, silicon, or
metal assembled to form a synthetic device, cells located away
from a tissue surface cannot survive without nutrients. In natural
tissues, cells are no more than toopm from a capillary that sup-
plies orygen and nutrients, says Derby. Diffirsion aliows thoie
chemicals to travel up to a millimeter at most. .Were limited in
thickness until we can build a plumbing system in therej,Derby

says. Building structures that mimic natural blood
vessels will involve printing a variety ofcell types
in rylindrical forms, with both the sturdiness and
flexibilityto deliverblood or otherliquid nutrients.

Building vessellike structures has been tougher
than anticipated, Boland says. One option for build-
ing an isolated blood vessel is to print a two-dimen-
sional sheet ofcells and then roll it into a tube. But
printing blood vessels within complex tissue is a
resolution problem, comparable to that ofprinting
a high-resolution photograph, in which very small
ink dots in four colors sit adjacent to each other to
produce a crisp image with millions ofcolors. print
the dots too close together, and they will smudge
and create a blurred picture. Similarly, creating
complexstructures with cells requires printing dif-
ferent cell types close together but also in such a
way that they form discrete functional structures.

To construct integrated blood vessels, Boland and
his colleagues first built afoundation layer contain-
ing protein. Then they print a mixture of cross-link-
ing dremicals and blood vessel-forming cells that
formpores as the drops strike and causethe surface
to set. Ifresearchers print these drops fast enough
and close enough together, the pores can coalesce to
form channels and trap the cells inside, Boland says.
Those trapped cells then divide and form vessels
within the channel structures. This abilitv to place
cells precisely and to separate diferent cell typei will
be important for building and studying 3-D cell cul-
ture and even for building organs, he adds.

But researchers don't have all the plumbing built yet to connect
these vessels to larger ones. 'We've done some functional studies,
but the [printed] vessels are so small that it's impossible to con-
nect them into a blood vessel," Boland says. The engineered blood
vessels are SOpm or less across-so small that a surgeon couldnt
link them to living vessels in a patient. 'lMe're confident that we'll
get there," Boland says. 'At that point we'll hook it up to either to
an animal or in vitro to media or blood through a pump."

Because of the complexity of building multicellular structures
and blood vessels, some researchers are aiming to assemble tissue
structures by starting with larger, prefabricated chunks oftissues
called bio-ink particles. The larger pieces oftissue don't require the
scaffolding materials needed for traditional tissue engineering or
for ink-jet strategies that print single cells, says Gabor Forgacs of
the University of Missouri at Columbia.

Forgacs andhis colleagues are usingthis strategyto build blood
vessels that contain three basic types ofcells: endothelial cells,
which line the vessel; smooth muscle cells, which give elasticity;
and fibroblasts, which produce chemicals outsidethe cell thatgive
vessels their sturdiness. First, rese€rchers culture the different cell
tlpes and then combine them to make the individual bio-ink par-
ticles, up to 5OOpm across.

The researchers use amicropipette system similarto an ink-jet
(continued on page 60)
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at which a liquid changes from one form to the other. "It would
be hard to explain a density minimum unless there was a sec-
ond critical point," he says.

JUST A PHASE Water alreadyhas one well-known critical point
at647K,or 374"C, where, underordinarypressures, the liquid and
gas phases become identical.

"r{s water approaches this critical point, the difference between
water and steam grows increasingly smallerj' Stanley explains. 'At

the critical point, there is nothing distinguishing water from steam,
there is just one, homogeneous fluid."

More important, he says, a critical point serves as a "tipping
point," where \Mater can exist in either of two states, and minor
fluctuations can tip the balance in one direction or the other.

The hypersensitivity created by a critical point can have far-
reaching effects upon a system, says Stanley. In predicting a crit-
ical point in supercooled water, he and Poole theorized thatwatert
crazy low-temperature behavior might account for some of its
unusual properties even at ordinary temperatures.

That's because changes at a critical point dont occur abruptly,
Stanley says. The huge changes seen near the water-gas peak, for
example, are often, if not always, foreshadowed by fluctuations
over a large range oftemperatures and pressures.

"It's like looking at the highest peak on a mountain rangej' Stan-
leysays, gesturingtoward apicture ofMount Everest in his office.
"The critical point, or summit, doesnt rise out of nowhere, but
rises in a gradual manner and distorts the terrain all around it."

That means that a critical point at -63oC might account for
water's bizarre behavior at much higher temperatures, such as its
abilityto expand as it cools.

Though findings from recent studies pointto the predicted sec-
ond critical point, it is still too soon to know whether such a point
exists for sure. Further evidence is needed.

This year, Chen and his group will seek some ofthat evidence by
performing another, more far-reaching set of elperiments on super-
cooled water in MCM-41. Using a specially designed pressure cell
for low temperatures, the scientists will analyze changes in liquid
water as it moves from its maximum densitypoint at,!oC to its min-
imum density at -63"C and beyond under various pressures. By
studying how density changes with temperature and pressure, the
researchers hope to locate the liquidJiquid critical point precisely.

"The critical point is at a high pressure, and no one knows
exactly what it is, but we believe it's probably above 1,OOO atmos-
pheres," Stanley says.

Other scientists are raising questions about the exbent to which
supercooled water in confined volumes, no matter what the pressure,
actually behaves like cold, bulk water.

'When you put water into confinement, it changes the way in
which water molecules are arranged with respect to each otherj'
says C. Austen Angell, a chemist at Arizona State University in
Tempe, who studies liquid phases in supercooledwater. "The ques-
tion is, howmuch does it change it?"

Angell notes that despite recent progress, much remains uncer-
tain and many of the explanations are built on simulations that
can give different results, depending on the model and tools used
in the study.

"There are other possibilities, related to the second critical point
scenario, in which the low-pressure supercooling ofuncrystallized
bulk water is terminated by a first-order [sharpJ transition to a sec-
ond'low-density'liquid phasej'he says. Angell's take on super-
cooled water will appear in an upcoming isste of Science.

COLD, HARD FACTS Confirming the predicted second criti-
cal point could have an impact beyond the study ofwater's molec-
ular mysteries for their own sake.

Biologists, for example, are looking athowthis transition in liq-
uid states, and the accompanying rigidity it brings, affects living
structures such as proteins and DNA.
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Other practical benefits could flow from the new water knowl-
edge. For example, scientists at Cornell University have found
that high-pressure cooling ofprotein crystals causes them to dif-
ilact better than theywould if flash frozen, and has allowed sci-
entists to improve methods for crystallizing and studying pro-
teins and other biological tissues.

The scientists are now pursuing ways to use high-pressure tech-
niques to improve methods for fieezing sperm and human oocytes.

"When you put
water into
confinement,
it changes the
way water
molecules are
arranged."
-  C.  AUSTEN ANGELL,
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
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The studies may lead to better ways
offreezing and storing sperm for live-
stock production and allow women
to freeze their eggs and use them at
a later time to conceive a child.

The studies may also help explain
some more ordinary, everyday occur-
rences related to water's mysterious
behavior. Chen recalls hiking in New
Hampshire's White Mountains, a
site known for its frigid tempera-
tures and long months of ice, and
noticing that the trees stopped
abruptly at,1,,4,00 feet, nearly 2,OOO
feet below the summit of Mount
Washington. Soon after he published

his findings on aminimum density, he received aphone callfrom
a Canadian biologist who was interested in the work.

"It turns out that this tree line stops where the windchill temper-
atures reach 22O degrees I!'Chen says, notingthatthis is the tem-
perature at which water's hydrogen-bonding structure undergoes
a phase transition, changing from a fluid state to a more rigid state.

At this point water becomes very very slow, and no longer sup-
ports biological functions. Or, to put it another way, the square
dance of water comes to 

"!,ill'**, * a freelance zyriter in Maine.

( c ontinued fr o m p a ge 5 / )
to place the bio-ink particles like blocks to build up sheetlike or
cylindrical structures similar to blood vessels.

Pumping cell-culture media tlrough the cylindrical structure as
blood would flow through a vessel cues the cells to move to their
appropriate locations. Endothelial cells migrate to the inner sur-
face of the vessel, muscle cells to the middle, and fibroblasts to the
outerlayer.'\Me control the deposition ofbio-inkparticles. We con-
trol the composition ofbio-ink particles, but that's basically itj' For-
gacs says. 'After that, nature takes over and completes the job."

Though the principles look promising for building blood ves-
sel-like structures and other tubular tissues such as the gut, the
scientists are still testing how such tissues would perform under
physical stresses comparable to those within a living organism.
Usingbio-inkparticles composed ofheart cells from chickens and
endothelial cells from human blood vessels, Forgacs and his col-
leagues have created tissuelike structures that beat, they report in
an upcoming ?issz e Engineering. The tissues included structures
that resembled blood vessels in an early stage of development.

TISSUE REPLACEMENTS Though confident that they will
eventually figure out howto circulate nutrients within thickertis-
sues, researchers say that complex replacement organs such as
hearts or lungs are decades away. Printed tissues might enter the
clinic in the nearer future as patches of heart muscle, for exam-
ple, that involve alimited number of cell types, Boland says.

Still, researchers are optimistic that ink-jet printing will produce
products that will eventually help patients whose organs have
failed.'We mightbe able to print allkinds oforgans or invent new
organs. They might do a job, but they probably will never replace
the original," Boland says. "But they could make a real difference
in quality oflife" for some patients. t

Sarah Webb is a freelance writer in New York
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